** Kararna"
The fact seems to be that it is pleasurable to have
the emotions stirred as a whole, even though the particular
emotion excited at the moment is painful. The feeling
of exhilaration lasts after the unpleasant stimulus has
passed, and it seems that the human mind can turn the
emotions almost at will into any desired channel, whatever
the exciting cause may be.
The young fox-hunter with his cheeks smeared with
blood of the first cub at whose breaking up he has assisted,
or the boy who has just kissed the dripping knife-blade
and sworn " never to kill or cause to be killed any hawk/*
rides home in a joyous glow of satisfaction that he can
now consider himself admitted to the glorious brotherhood
of sportsmen ; he does not think of the messy details of
the time-honoured ceremony of initiation, which is perhaps
little less disgusting than many a savage ceremony and
perhaps as old ; for as cattle tending is older than agri-
culture so is hunting older than both.
It seems that it is this ability to turn emotions excited
in one way into quite other channels, that explains the
long-observed connection between cruelty and lust and
even religion. In no other way can one account for
sensitive persons surrounding themselves with horribly-
realistic representations of the most haunting tragedy in
the world's history, and dwelling only on the comfort and
hope thereby symbolized, while blinding their eyes to the
physical pain and mental anguish actually portrayed.
Blood is of a startling colour and spurts rhythmically
from a severed artery ; it is instinctively associated with
fear and pain* The spectator at its shedding is sickened
and disgusted by the sight, but he is stirred, and the
excitement remains after the scene which caused it has
closed ; he is to use a common expression " taken out of
himself " and can fling himself with enhanced zest into
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